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Abstract 

The Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory is a third- 
generation light source built in the 1990s El]. Like the machine itself, the Main 
ControI Room (MCR) employs design concepts based on today's requirements. 
The discussion will center on ideas used in the design of the MCR, the comfort of 
personnel using the design, and safety concerns integrated into the control room 
layout. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Advanced Photon Source (APS) is operated around the clock using workstation-type 
computers. These computers send commands, via high-speed networks, to more than 150 other 
computers called inputloutput controllers (IOCs). 

The Main Control Room must be businesslike and have a professional atmosphere conducive to 
safety and efficiency. On-shift operators and physicists should not be distracted from properly 
monitoring facility parameters by any other activities conducted in or around the control room. 

Safety systems, which include the Access Control Interlock System (ACIS) and a Kirk Key 
Lockout System to control hazardous electrical energy, have been incorporated into the Main 
Control Room layout. 

DESCRIPTION AND LAYOUT 

Prior to designing the ,Main Control Room, it was known that the accelerator control system 
would be the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) and, therefore, a 
prominent feature in the control room would be the Operator Interface Unix workstation. During 
the development stages of the control room layout, an effort was made to reduce the number of 
monitoring devices (TV monitors, oscilloscopes, and analyzers) and to rely heavily on the 
computer to display all the needed information. This required a robust computer system. 

The control room workstations consist of Sun Ultra 2 computers each with two 170-MHz 
processors. Each processor has 256 Mbyte of RAM and supports dual-headed, high-resolution 
monitors. Most workstations have a mechanical mouse or trackball. 

The main printer is an Hp 4Si PostScript printer that is used for black and white output; an HP 
1200 PostScript printer is available for color output. Additionally, the control room computers 
have the ability to print to any printer at the APS site that is on the network. 

The MCR layout shosn in Fig. I is based on a circular work area designed explicitly for computer 
workstations. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use- 
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe- 
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac- 
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, m m -  
mendation. or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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Figure 1 : Circular layout of the Main Control Room. 

Eleven workstations located on the circular work surface have two monitors as shown in Fig. 2. 
Five of these workstations are dedicated to controlling the accelerators or accelerator subsystems. 
Physicists use the remaining workstations during studies. 

Oscilloscopes and small television monitors are used for beam imaging and equipment 
diagnostics. The printers and copiers are shown in Fig. 3. 

Figure 2: Two-monitor workstation. Figure 3: Printers and copiers. 

Several other features of the MCR are also worth noting. A carpet-covered false floor is used as a 
convenient way to transport wiring and communication cables. Indirect fluorescent lighting, 
shown in Figs. 3 and 5, have proven to be very important for shift work. This dimmer-controlled 
lighting minimizes eyestrain and workstation monitor glare. The room is also sound absorbent 
and. in the absence of commotion, very quiet. 

Xdjxent to the Main Control Room is the computer room. which houses multiple servers. The 
hICR and computer room are visible from the hallway. which adjoins the main foyer of the A P S  
office buiiding. This provides easy access for visitors to view both rooms. However, the distance 
from the control room workstations to the hallway is great enough that visiting groups do not 
distract the operators. 

.A video tape library. scnsisting of operations training classes and documentation. is maintained in 
the . C h i n  Control Rocm just below the viewing windows. These are oftzn vieued while the crew 
is an shift. 



Figure 4: Circular layout with lighting. Figure 5: Ceiling Iight fixture. 

Operating procedures and equipment start-up checklists are maintained and easily found on the 
APS Intranet. 

Personnel comfort has also been taken into account. The Main Control Room has its own 
thermostat and air-handling unit. The operators selected the BodyBilt ten-point posture control 
chair for seating comfort. This posture control system allows each user to emulate the natural, 
stress-free posture assumed by the body in a zero-gravity environment 121. 

OPERATOR ACTIVITY 

Each operating crew consists of two operators and a crew chief. Normally the number of operators 
is reduced to two during maintenance periods lasting greater than two weeks. Operators have 
requested, and been ganted, the opportunity of staying on rotation shifts during shorter 
shutdowns. During user operation they will be the only accelerator personnel on-site, but there 
may be up to six occupants in addition to the crew during accelerator studies. 

The Advanced Photon Source also has an ‘Operations Group’ in the Experimental Facility 
Division. These individuals, referred to as Floor Coordinators, reside on the Experiment Hall 
floor. All user requests to the Main Control Room come through the Floor Coordinators. 

SAFETY 

The Main Control Room is the only Advanced Photon Source site manned around the clock, 365 
days a year. Operators handle phone calls for locked exterior doors and are the point of contact 
with Argonne Security, Fire Department, etc. 

Even though fire alarms are monitored in the Main Control Room, a hotline phone connection has 
been established between Argonne’s Fire Department and the Main Control Room for emergency 
and non-emergency purposes. For example, during maintenance activities such as soIdering or 
drilling concrete, many fire a l m s  can occur. It’s not uncommon that operators receive a request 
to disable fire alarm systems. 

Floor Coordinators, on site durin,a user runs, communicate all user-related concerns as previously 
noted. During off shifts Floor Coordinators are normally not available to handle users’ concerns or 
needs. Therefore, the Main Control Room handles emergency calls from users. 

The MCR must be evacuated during tornado warnings. Beam is dumped, and the operators move 
to a ’back-up control room’ that has one workstation and a phone with the Main Control Room 
phone number. 



The Xicess Control Lnterlock System (ACIS) provides protection by ensuring that no one can 
occupy or enter a high radiation area where radiation is present or potentially present. X I S  
control panels. displa:.zd in Fig. 6, are designed to turn off the source of rdiation when there is a 
possibility of someone being exposed [3]. 

' 

The Advance Photon Source uses a Kirk Key Lockout System for securing hazardous electrical 
enersy. Loclung out hazardous electrical energy is a method of establishing positive control in 
preventing injury to personnel or damage to system components. 

Prior to starting a scheduled maintenance period, the Accelerator Systems Division operators will 
first lockout key injectors and accelerator systems switchgear. Kirk keys taken from the 
switchgear throughout the site are then taken to the Main Control Room and, when they are 
properly configured in the Kirk key lockout board as shown in Fig. 7, maintenance work in 
accelerator enclosures can start. 

Figure 6: ACIS Interlock System Figure 7: Kirk Key Lockout System 

CONCLUSION 

The X P S  Main Control Room layout has been in use since January of 1995. The circular design 
has proven to be beneficial in communicating with co-workers and physicists during operational 
situations as well as with maintenance personnel during injector maintenance periods. The 
atmosphere is very comfortable. 
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